
REFRIGERATION RANGE

Australians love 
a Kelvinator



Quality you can trust

Kelvinator has built upon its trusted heritage 
to produce modern, easy-to-use fridges and 
freezers. You can relax knowing Kelvinator has a 
refrigerator that’s perfect for your needs.

The greener choice

Kelvinator refrigerators use the less  
harmful R600a refrigerant. That means  
every day, your refrigerator can quietly  
play its own part in reducing the  
household’s impact on the environment.

Australians 
love a Kelvinator
For over 90 years, Kelvinator has been 
delivering reliability and performance to 
Australian families. It’s a brand you can trust 
to get the job done well, and it’s easy to 
see why. There’s peace of mind in knowing 
that with Kelvinator, you will be comfortable 
for years to come.

Top mount fridges

The classic fridge below freezer style maximises your 
fridge storage and has an easy to access freezer for 
everyday use.

Bottom mount fridges

Ergonomic design has the fridge at eye level allowing 
convenient access to everyday items while the large 
freezer underneath stores all your frozen foods.

Kelvinator fridges are available in a polar white 
or arctic silver fingerprint-resistant finish, making 
cleaning a breeze.

Discover the perfect blend of functional 
design and practical innovation.

Bring a Kelvinator into your home and you’ll 
never look back. Designed for simplicity 
and strong performance, you can simply sit 
back and enjoy the benefits.

Brand

All Kelvinator products go through rigorous 
testing to ensure they meet stringent 
Australian quality standards.

Heritage
If anyone knows refrigerators, it’s us. 
With 90 years’ experience in refrigeration 
systems, you know your Kelvinator is a 
product backed by years of innovation  
and high standards of quality.

Expertise
If you ever need a hand, help is never far 
away. Kelvinator refrigerators are backed 
by our national Top Service after sales 
program, which includes delivery, home 
service and spare parts.



The classic fridge below freezer style 
maximises your fridge storage and has  
an easy to access freezer for everyday use.

Top mount refrigeration 
features
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FlexStor™ door bin 
storage system 

LED lighting

 Pocket handle

 Full width crisper

 Deep bottle bins

 Fridge door alarm

 SpillSafe™ glass 
shelves

Full width clear 
freezer door bin

Separate temperature 
controls for fridge and 
freezer

Easy clean interiors
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model KTM5402WA/AA KTM4602WA/AA

total gross capacity (litres) 536 460

food compartment capacity (litres) 395 341

freezer capacity (litres) 141 120

dimensions mm refer to dimensions page refer to dimensions page 

recommended clearances refer to dimensions page refer to dimensions page 

exterior finishes available polar white/arctic silver polar white/arctic silver 

frost free system

separate temperature controls for fridge & freezer

refrigerator features

spill safe glass shelves 3 3

humidity controlled crisper 1 x full width 1 x full width

half width door bins 4 4

full width deep door bins 1 1

full width shallow door bins 1 1

freezer features

spill safe glass shelves 1 1

full width freezer door bins 1 2

other features

door opening right right

adjustable front rollers

rear rollers

integration kit available (IK008)

energy star rating 3.5 3.5

energy consumption (kWh/year) 418 385

R600a refrigerant
 
For further information on our Kelvinator refrigerator and freezer range, or to obtain dimension  
and installation requirements, please call 1300 363 640 or visit kelvinator.com.au

Specifications



Ergonomic design has the fridge at eye 
level allowing convenient access to everyday 
items while the large freezer underneath 
stores all your frozen foods.

Bottom mount refrigeration 
features

FlexStor™ door bin 
storage system 

LED lighting

 Pocket handle

 Full width crisper

 Deep bottle bins

 Fridge door alarm

 SpillSafe™ glass 
shelves

2 full width wire 
baskets

Separate temperature 
controls for fridge and 
freezer

Easy clean interiors
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model KBM5302WA/AA  KBM4502WA/AA

total gross capacity (litres) 528 453

food compartment capacity (litres) 361 311

freezer capacity (litres) 167 142

dimensions mm refer to dimensions page refer to dimensions page 

recommended clearances refer to dimensions page refer to dimensions page 

exterior finishes available polar white/arctic silver polar white/arctic silver 

frost free system

separate temperature controls for fridge & freezer

refrigerator features

spill safe glass shelves

humidity controlled crisper 1 x full width 1 x full width

half width door bins 4 4

full width deep door bins 1 1

full width shallow door bins 1 1

freezer features

spill safe glass shelves 2 2

full width freezer door bins 1 1

other features

door opening right right

adjustable front rollers

rear rollers

integration kit available (IK008)

energy star rating 3.5 3.5

energy consumption (kWh/year) 421 388

R600a refrigerant
 
For further information on our Kelvinator refrigerator and freezer range, or to obtain dimension  
and installation requirements, please call 1300 363 640 or visit kelvinator.com.au

Specifications
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Model
max. door 
height (H)

cabinet  
height (H1)

total height  
(H2)

door width  
(W)

cabinet width  
(W1)

total depth  
(D)

cabinet depth  
(D1)

depth door 
open (D2)

KTM5402WA/AA 1725         1705 1718 796 790 727 641 1457

KTM4602WA/AA 1725 1705 1718 699 693 730 641 1360

KBM5302WA/AA 1725 1705 1718  796 790 727 641 1457

KBM4502WA/AA 1725 1705 1718  699 693 730 641 1360

Integrate your fridge without the fuss

Specialised 120° wide opening hinges 

Blends seamlessly behind your cabinetry

How does it work?

The kit is designed to fit a wide variety of Kelvinator fridges. 
It utilises a sliding system which fixes the outer door of the fridge to the 
kitchen cabinet. When the cabinet door is opened, the connecting rail 
opens the fridge in one smooth and simple motion.

Models that can be used with the IK008 Integration Kit: 
KTM5402, KTM4602, KBM5302, KBM4502

Easy and simple

The Kelvinator Integrated Refrigeration Kit offers a simple and precise 
solution for a seamless kitchen. The specialised Kelvinator hinges also 
allow the fridge door to open to a wide 120º, making it easier to access 
food as well as clean and remove shelves. Everything you need to integrate 
your fridge – including the hinges – is provided in one complete package, 
avoiding unnecessary running around and hidden costs. 

Choosing the right
refrigerator

1.  When buying a fridge to fit a cavity or exact space, make certain you allow for 
air space to ensure your appliance operates at optimal performance (refer to 
‘Dimensions and Installation guide’ on the next page for more details).

m2

The right type of refrigerator is the one 
which best suits your needs.

2.  Make sure your fridge’s interior is easy and quick to clean. SpillSafe shelves 
are a great way to contain accidents and being glass they just wipe clean. A 
cloth with warm soapy water is much more convenient than special chemicals 
or cleaning agents.

3.  Make sure you have the right sized fridge for your needs. Rather than having a 
new fridge for daily use and an older ‘spare’ fridge that is always on and drains 
power, it may pay to buy a bigger fridge to replace both.
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Dimensions and installation guide

When positioned in a corner area, 
spacing of at least 350mm on the 
hinge side will allow the doors to 
open enough to enable the removal 
of the bins and glass shelves.
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side view

If you do not have a cupboard  
with a rear gap, the recommended 
clearance on top increases from 
50mm to 90mm (x) and 32mm  
to 72mm (y).
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Electrolux Home Products Australia
telephone: 1300 363 640
fax: 1800 350 067
email: customercare@electrolux.com.au
web: kelvinator.com.au

Kelvinator. We are part of the Electrolux Family.
To add a touch of professional inspiration to your home, 
visit electrolux.com.au

Warranty
Electrolux Home Products Pty Ltd and Electrolux (NZ) Limited (collectively Electrolux) warrants that for domestic applications the appliances 
featured in this brochure are free from defects in materials and workmanship for 2 years and warrants that for featured accessories a period of 
12 months, following the date of original purchase and subject to the conditions set out in the warranty card accompanying the product when 
purchased. This warranty is in addition to the other rights and warranties you may have under the Australian Consumer Law (ACL) and Electrolux 
will at all times comply with its obligations at law including the ACL. For New Zealand customers Electrolux will at all times comply with its 
obligations pursuant to law including the Consumer Guarantees Act, the Sale of Goods Act and the Fair Trading Act. Where appliances  
are purchased in NZ for commercial purposes the Consumer Guarantees Act does not apply. 

†Product information
The descriptors and illustrations in this publication apply to the specific products and models described as at the date of issue. Under our policy 
of continuous product development, product specifications may change without notice. Prospective purchasers should therefore check with their 
retailer to ensure this publication correctly describes the products that are being offered for sale. All information supplied is to be used for general 
reference purposes only and is on the understanding that Electrolux will not be liable for any loss, liability or damage of whatever kind arising as a 
result of reliance on such information. Electrolux will at all times comply with its obligations pursuant to law. Colours of products illustrated are as 
close as printing limitations allow.


